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Abstract. This study examines the influence of the fourth industrial revolution on global and
national economies by considering the case of Hungary, Canada and Poland. The research compares local logistic business to gain insight about the implementation of Industry 4.0 practices
through exploring existing limited knowledge, preparing staff for challenges, implementation
barriers, recognizing potentials and implications of Industry 4.0. Using mixed sampling strategies,
we gathered data from 180 logistic enterprises (60 each in considered economies) and established
the multi-predictors to investigate the relationship between Industry 4.0 technologies and performance of enterprises. Results revealed that all considered predictors are statistically significant in
affecting the impact of Industry 4.0 technologies on the performance of enterprises in all three
economies. However, the magnitude of impact differs to some extent. The authors propose recommendations for implications of Industry 4.0 technologies.
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Introduction
Industry 4.0 concept was created in peculiar geopolitical circumstances, above all, as the
attempt of the German government to ease adverse effects of the world economic crisis (of
mortgage credits), but also in order to ensure the long-term growth of their economy in new
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circumstances. For the first time, the term “Industry 4.0” (Industrie 4.0) appeared in November 2011 in the article printed by the German government, which resulted from the initiative concerning the high-tech strategy for 2020 (Zhou et al., 2015; de Sousa Jabbour et al.,
2018; Hariharasudan & Kot, 2018).
Nowadays, the term Industry 4.0, referring to the Fourth Industrial Revolution, with
which the digital transformation of the production (Lasi et al., 2014; Prause & Atari, 2017;
Batkovskiy et al., 2019; Nagy et al., 2018), refers to the widely accepted concept of the development, but with pressure on the development and also vertical and horizontal integration
of small and medium organizations orientated at the technology in the processing industry.
As Terziyan et al. (2018) point, the era of Industry 4.0 offers above all the new vision
of the functioning of the company: production, services delivery, managing the assets and
the conducting of business activities. Pereira and Romero (2017) add that Industry 4.0 offers enormous potential in many areas. Its implementation will affect the entire value chain,
simplify manufacturing and engineering processes, improve the quality of products and services, optimize relationships between customers and organizations, provide new business
opportunities and economic benefits by changing educational requirements and the current
operating environment.
Notable technological achievements resounded, causing so-called industrial revolutions
which caused significant transformations in the structure and production management.
The invention of the steam engine strengthened the first industrial revolution in England
in the first half of the 18th century (Lu, 2017). Mechanical production using water and steam
energy in the cottage industry replaced handicrafts. The second industrial revolution broke
out in Europe and the United States in the second half of the 19th century. Mass production
and replacement of steam with chemical or electrical energy are essential characteristics of
this revolution. To meet the growing demand, industrialists introduced some sorts of technology in the industry and the mechanisation, such as a production line with an automatic
drive to increase productivity. During this period, many management processes developed,
which allowed to increase the productivity and efficiency of production.
Division of labour, in which each employee performs a portion of all work, increases
productivity (Zezulka et al., 2016; Mohelska & Sokolova, 2018; Laužikas & Miliūtė, 2020).
The first two industrial revolutions increased the well-being of workers and led to urbanization. Advances in IT and electronics in the late 1970s provided more opportunities to optimize production. Production automation, known as programmable logic control systems,
increases efficiency and improves quality. It marks the beginning of a third revolution in
production (Müller et al., 2018). The forthcoming Fourth Industrial Revolution often referred
to as Industry 4.0, is bringing about rapid and fundamental change. Digital manufacturing,
network communication, the application of computer and automation technologies, as well
as the deployment of many other vital achievements is the basic features of it (Zhou et al.,
2015; Yeh, 2017). This new industrial paradigm includes a set of technological transformations such as CPS (Digital Physics Systems), Internet of Things (IoT) and Services (IoS),
Intelligent Robotics, Big Data, Cloud Manufacturing and Augmented Reality. It will affect
both products and processes, leading to increased work efficiency and productivity in firms
that will adopt such technologies (Schmidt et al., 2015; Rao & Prasad, 2018; Glistau & Coello
Machado, 2018). Besides, Industry 4.0 will bring about fundamental changes in the manufacturing and manufacturing sectors, have a significant impact on all value chains and provide
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new opportunities for improving business models, manufacturing technologies, job creation
and work organization.
Industry 4.0 aims to achieve higher levels of operational and production efficiency
through higher levels of automation.
Moreover, leading features of this concept are the digitization, the optimization and the
personalization of the production; the automation and the adaptation; human-machine interaction (HMI); services with value-added and the company as well as automatic data exchange
and communication (Roblek et al., 2016; Magruk, 2016). These features are not only strongly
correlated with Internet technologies and advanced algorithms, but also show that Industry
4.0 is an industrial process of adding the value and knowledge management.
The phenomenon of the fourth industrial revolution involves three features (Paprocki,
2016):
– Universal digitization and providing the permanent intercommunication of persons
between oneself, persons with devices and of devices between oneself;
– More and more often implemented disruptive innovations which let for irregular increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of functioning of the social-economic system;
– Achieving such a development of machines, in which machines could gain the ability
for the autonomous behaviour thanks of use of the “artificial intelligence” in their
guidance process.
Technologies characteristic for the 4th industrial revolution can influence the way of production, as well as for perceiving the value of the products by customers. Designed products
will have a unique electronic identification in order to track their life cycle, and it will enable
the data collection concerning their use. Thanks to that, enterprises will be able to correct
the adaptation of products to users requirements. Moreover, connections between machines,
devices and elements of the supply chain with shared information will create the possibility of
fast modification of orders priorities (on account of customers’ requirements or conservation
requirements), of monitoring and controlling the productivity of production lines, tracking
supplies, as well as streamlining logistic trails (de Sousa Jabbour et al., 2018; Hofmann &
Rüsch, 2017). In addition, as Barysienė et al. (2015) emphasizes, economic growth in separate
sectors of the economy is impossible without transport and logistics companies. Their effective activities generate not only economic but also social benefits.
All mentioned changes connected with the 4th industrial revolution certainly have and
will have more and more strong impact for changes in the economy. The article aims to
determine the kind and the scale of the influence which the 4th industrial revolution has
on the global economy and economies of individual states. Literature analyses of Industry
4.0 influence on the functioning of enterprises of the logistic industry in selected countries.

1. Industry 4.0 influence on the economy
The fourth industrial revolution will have such an extensive and multifaceted influence on
the global economy, that it will be hard to separate one kind of influence from the second.
All essential variables of the macro scale, which we can imagine (GDP, level of investment,
consumption, employment, trade, inflation, and others) will change (Schwab, 2017).
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The catalogue of effects of Industry 4.0 for the economy is quite extensive, however, still
poorly systematized. Numerous authors focus on diverse aspects of this influence, but at
large, they underline positive features. For example, Li et al. (2017) show that the transformation towards Industry 4.0 will let for saving stores, efficiency improvement of the production
and after all will cause the growth in the economy. Tjahjono et al. (2017) and Ungerman et al.
(2018) show greater flexibility, effectiveness and the productivity as well as higher quality
standards as the most significant benefits of the implementation of principles of the concept
of Industry 4.0. According to them, it will enable the mass personalization, letting enterprises
meet requirements of customers and create the value by permanent leading of new products
and services to the market.
Kagermann (2015) emphasizes that the production will become highly elastic, highly productive, and at the same time, up to 50% more efficient in terms of using resources. It will be
possible to produce personalized products at the same cost, as in the case of mass-produced
products. Resistance, i.e. the ability to withstand and leave out of interferences caused by
economic crises or by the infrastructure breakdown will grow, since much more accurate
data will allow for accurate forecasts. Real-time information will facilitate the immediate
reaction of severe disturbances, for example, by enabling ad hoc reconfiguration of the value
network. This flexibility will enable more effective and faster implementation of measures
mitigating potential damage to the economy. Intelligent products will not only control the
production process actively but will also provide platforms for new services and innovative
business models (De la Hoz-Rosales et al., 2019; Zemlickienė & Turskis, 2020). Also solving
the present shortfall of the skilled labour will be possible, for example, by applying intelligent
aid schemes in order to help old hands at their work, what will extend their working life.
Đuričin and Herceg (2018) notice that ICT possibilities as the underlying technology
of Industry 4.0 are practically limitless. However, this influence not always will be positive (Zavadskas et al., 2009; Turskis et al., 2012; Zavadskas et al., 2013; Chehabeddine &
Tvaronavičienė, 2020; Plėta et al., 2020). New technology causes the situation, in which “winner takes all”, destroying the logic of market forces, and “innovator dilemma” is being transformed into “capitalist dilemma”.
Although the majority of analyses of the influence of Industry 4.0 focus on the manufacturing industry, this is not the only field, which can be improved as a result of the application
of new technologies (Hashemkhani Zolfani et al., 2013). Production is a principal area of applying the new concept. However, changes will influence all relational areas. It will influence
not only local cyber-physical systems and local industrial processes but also the whole value
chain, including producers, suppliers and employees. Karacay and Aydin (2018) emphasize
that the value creation is not limited to one or two branches of industry, but in fact is present
in various sectors, not to say cross-sectoral.
What is more, single infrastructure sectors will be unavoidably merging. As the example,
it is possible to show the concept of intelligent vehicle, which enriches the mean of transport
by such functionalities, as the autonomous ride based on the artificial intelligence (ICT sector
involvement) and electromobility aspect (energy sector involvement). It requires creation of
the totality, which will be comprehensive and interacting in the quasi-real-time, in which
planning, coordination of investment and compatible business models will undergo crosssectoral.
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Influence of Industry 4.0 and in what way benefits are being carried out, will differ in
individual countries and industries. Industries of a high level of products variants, so as car
and food industry, will be using the higher level of flexibility, while in industries, in which
the pressure is being put on the best quality, so as the production of semiconductors and
pharmacists, it is possible to use lowered levels of the mistake.
As it was shown above, the economic abilities of Industry 4.0 are broad and concern both
the global economy and individual countries. In final years a few examinations and figures
illustrating the value of these new solutions and their impact on the economy were published.
Examination conducted by Accenture provides the value of the Internet of Things in such
countries as the United States, China, Germany and Great Britain up to 2030. The United
States will probably reach the most significant benefits (7.1 billion USD), then China (1.8
billion USD), Germany (700 billion USD) and Great Britain (531 billion USD) (Petrillo et al.,
2018). Examination conducted examining by German Federal Association of Information
Technologies, Telecommunications and New Media (BITKOM eV) points that based on introducing the technology of Industry 4.0 in the six chosen manufacturing sectors up to 2025
German GDP will rise annually by 1.7% in relations to 2013. Altogether this potential could
sum up to the accumulated increase in GDP by 23% (78.77 bn EUR) in the period from 2013
to 2025 (Bartodziej, 2017). A report prepared by BCG Much provides more specific information about the potential impact of Industry 4.0 to the German economy. It is concentrated
on four crucial areas (Rüssmann et al., 2015):
– Productivity: within 5−10 next years, productivity in all German production sectors
will be increased by 90−150 bn EUR. Increasing the productivity in costs of the conversion will take out from 15 up to 25% (in case of not-including costs of materials)
or from 5 up to 8% (in case of including costs of materials). However, these values
will differ depending on the industry;
– Income rise: the demand of producers for upgraded equipment and new data applications, as well as the demand of consumers for a wider range of more and more
personalized products, will cause the additional income rise for about 30 billion EUR
annually, that is about 1% of German GDP;
– Employment: stimulated height will lead to 6% increase in employment within ten
nearest years, however in a short stretch the trend towards greater automation will
drive the part of low qualified workers, which perform straight, repeatable tasks, out
of the market;
– Investments: adapting production processes to Industry 4.0 will require from German
producers to invest about 250 billion EUR within ten next years (about 1−1.5% of
producers income).
A similar report was prepared for Turkey. It results from it that in the productivity the
growth from 4 up to 7% is expected, in case of including costs of materials and from 5 up to
15% in case of excluding these costs from analysis. Moreover, a growth of income by about
150−200 bn TRY is being forecasted, what will be transferred into the increase in Turkish
GDP for more than 1%. However, the size of investment essential to the transformation towards Industry 4.0 within ten next years was determined by authors of the report to about
10−15 bn TRY (about 1−1.5% of producers incomes) (Öztürk, 2017).
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An examination, which Caruso (2017) quotes, also provides interesting data. It results
from it that artificial intelligence in its numerous signs promises to convert bases of the
economic growth for countries worldwide: analysis of 12 developed economies (including
the United States) showed that to 2035 artificial intelligence could double annual economic
growth rates in analysed countries.
Rüssmann and others emphasize that the whole transition towards Industry 4.0 can take
20 years, however within next 5 to 10 years crucial progress will be established and in this
period first winners and losers will turn up.
Above data can prove that the potential of Industry 4.0 is undeniable. Since however, in
every forecast, a certain degree of uncertainty appears, predicted positive macroeconomic
effects, which can accompany the network output along the value chain differ much and their
evaluation is difficult for many reasons. Industry 4.0 is not defined uniformly, so it is not
explicit. Additionally, we do not talk about single technological innovation, but rather about
the connection of different technologies (Shpak et al., 2019).
Taking above into consideration, not everyone agrees that Industry 4.0 indeed will have a
positive effect on economic growth. As Schwab (2017) notices, in the matter of the influence
of the fourth industrial revolution on economic growth, economists split into two camps. According to techno-optimists technologies and the innovation are found in the crucial “point
of inflexion”, and soon we will be witnesses to the sudden increase of the productivity and
much high economic growth. From the other side, techno-pessimists claim that we are already behind substantial changes associated with the digital revolution and their influence
on the productivity increase is no more essential.
Anxieties result largely from the evaluation of the economic health through the measurement of the GDP growth, what is being combined with productivity. Up till now, such a
growth in the Internet (information) era do not exist what suggests that the digitization will
not bring economic growth, but only economic change, with potentially increased inequality.
Main counterarguments are the fact that the growth was not yet carried out or a new measure of the productivity is required, which relies to a lesser degree on the output of physical
goods and services but more on creation and simple global distribution of digital goods,
including soft goods, so as “data” and “knowledge” (Saniee et al., 2017). Schwab (2017) refers
to this second argument in some way, because he emphasizes the need of challenging the
measurement of input and output data, based on which the productivity is being measured.
Innovative products and services created during the fourth industrial revolution show much
higher functionality and quality, but are being delivered to markets, which are different indeed from traditional markets, on which measurements were already being made. Many new
products and services are “nonrival”. They demonstrate zero marginal costs and reach on very
competitive markets through digital platforms which results in the decline in prices. In such
conditions, traditional statistics can become unreliable in including real value increase, since
the consumer surplus will not manage to be taken into account in the total sale level and
increased profits. Also Brynjolfsson and McAfee (2014) underline the insufficiency of traditional economic indicators (so as the GDP of the total factor productivity − TFP) for the full
spectrum of the influence of Industry 4.0 on the economic growth. Moreover, a high probability exists, that Industry 4.0 will contribute to keeping the tendency, in which the structure
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of industrial indices is no longer correspondent to the structure of the GDP what suggests
that the stock exchange market no longer reflects the economy (Maresova et al., 2018).
Following are the research hypotheses:
H1: Limited knowledge related to Industry 4.0 significant differently affects the impact of
Industry 4.0 on the logistic enterprises’ performance in different types of economies.
H2 Implementation barriers for Industry 4.0 significant differently affects the impact of
Industry 4.0 on the logistic enterprises’ performance in different types of economies.
H3: Recognition of potential changes related to Industry 4.0 significant differently affect
the impact of Industry 4.0 on the logistic enterprises’ performance in different types
of economies.
H4: Preparing staff for challenges significant differently affects the impact of Industry 4.0
on the logistic enterprises’ performance in different types of economies.
H5: Industry 4.0 technologies have a significantly different impact on the logistic enterprises’ performance in different types of economies.

2. Research methodology
Employing adequate methodology in the research process is a vital feature. One of the essential part of the study is to employ appropriate method (Faizan et al., 2019). Hence, in
this cross-sectional research, quantitative deductive research is employed to numerically expresses the relationship between research variables via following the work of earlier research
studies (Haque et al., 2019; Ślusarczyk & Haque, 2019; Girdzijauskaite et al., 2019). In other
words, the factual truth (quantitative aspect) is preferred over useful truth (qualitative perspective) to attain mathematical objectivity. Based on the Likert scale, a survey was developed
to gather data. The biases are essential to be avoided in research. Thus, it is essential to have
equal and fair representation of respondents (Haque et al., 2018), thus, by employing similar approach, we mixed several different sampling strategies including referral, purposive,
area-cluster and convenience sampling techniques to have fair and equal representation in
all three countries. Furthermore, networking and gatekeepers’ strategies were employed to
circulate the online survey among the targeted sector. Since in the absence of no availability
of adequate sampling framework. Therefore, purposive sampling was mainly used while area
cluster was preferred over stratified sampling so that there is fair and equal representation.
Combining and executing different sampling strategies are useful and effective in the attainment of appropriate response from a large population (Ślusarczyk & Haque, 2019).
Since we targeted the logistic enterprises using Industry 4.0 technologies, therefore, we
decided to have one response from the management per company, and as a result, we reached
180 responses (60 in each country). In order to decide upon the probably acceptable sample
size, we employed LeBlanc (2004) formula of marginal error (M.E), by adopting the strategy
of Haque et al. (2019) and Urbanski and Haque (2020).
z pˆ (1 − pˆ )
LeBlanc proposed formula of marginal error (M.E =
) in 2004 to determine
n
minimum acceptable sample size in research (Haque et al., 2019). Interestingly, LeBlanc
(2004) argued that the marginal error differs in applied and social sciences. The margin of
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error ±3 in applied sciences whereas ±4 in social sciences is acceptable for determining sufficient sample size in studies. Since, this is a social science research, therefore, ±4 was preferred
over ±3. Below is the determination of sample size:
z = 1.96 with 95% confidence,
M.E = ±4% (0.04),
n = Sample Size,
p̂ = prior judgement of the correct value of p (Probability to have more than 8% of population in each region).
M.E =
n=
n=

z pˆ (1 – pˆ )

n
p̂ (1 − p ) z 2

=> n =

;
M ⋅ E2
2
0.08 (1 − 0.92 )(1.96 )

z pˆ (1 – pˆ )
M .E

;

;

( 0.04 )2
( 0.08 X 0.92 ) X (1.96 X 1.96 ) ;
n=
0.04 X 0.04

n=

0.0736 X 3.8414
;
0.0016

0.28272704
;
0.0016
n = 176.70 .

n=

Hence, the above obtained value indicates that the minimum sample size required in this
study should be 176.7 (round figure = 177) enterprises to reach a logical conclusion. A total
180 respondents (60 from each country) participated in this study so that there is equal and
fair representation. According to Haque and Oino (2019), for minimizing the biases, the
stratification of major groups of respondents is an effective technique in social science research by having fair representation. Thus, we ensured we have equal and fair representation.
We used SPSS 23.0 for statistical test, and since we considered the multiple predictors
within one construct, therefore, we used multiple regression test to determine the impact
of predictors on enterprises’ performance for numeric expression, following the strategy of
Ślusarczyk and Haque (2019). Interestingly, their work had explored the mediating effect of
these variables while this study takes a step further to explore the direct impact of considered
variables on the enterprises’ performance. Moreover, this study takes the economic perspective to explain the Industry 4.0 implications. The strategic approach began at the preliminary
research stage with personal visits by the researchers in different organizations in Canada,
Hungary, and Poland to observe the trends and operations related to Industry 4.0 technologies. Based on the observation and data, we found these different variables in association with
the firm’s performance. Thus we further confirmed that literature and preliminary study are
aligned to a more considerable extent. The response rate remained healthy and acceptable
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as we have a collective 30% response rate from a total of 600 questionnaires (200 in each
country) circulated. In total, four attempts an equal number of responses were gathered from
all targeted economies. Imran and others’ (2018)
conceptual framework for Industry 4.0 was employed for the operationalization of constructs. It also reflects the reliability and validity of the constructs.
The ethical considerations were maintained by disclosing the purpose of research to
the participants, providing the option to leave the survey at any time, no monetary reward
against participation, using the share experiences and opinions only for the academic purpose, and maintaining anonymity of the participants at all stages of research.

3. Results, findings and discussions
Descriptive statistics
The descriptive analysis showed that the majority of the limited liability companies participated from Hungary (58%) and Poland (56%) while limited joint-stock partnership from
Canada (43%). Interestingly, in all three countries, the majority of the participating enterprises had (10−49) employees from Hungary (63%), Canada (61%) and Poland (53%). Transport logistic businesses remain leading profile business in Hungary (74%), Canada (72%) and
Poland (62%). Lastly, majority of the participants were familiar with the concepts of Industry
4.0 features and were in the process of planning to launch it within their respective company
Hungary (65%), Canada (62%) and Poland (57%). All this information is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Descriptive variables (source: author’s calculations based on the collected data)
Component

Country

Frequency

%

Joint-stock company
Limited liability company
General partnership
Limited liability partnership
Limited partnership
Limited joint-stock partnership
Sole proprietorship

03
35
12
03
02
04
01

5
58
20
5
3
6
3

Organizational
and legal form Canada
of company

Joint-stock company
Limited liability company
General partnership
Limited liability partnership
Limited partnership
Limited joint-stock partnership
Sole proprietorship

12
07
02
03
06
26
04

20.0
11.6
3.4
5.0
10.0
43.4
6.6

Poland

Joint-stock company
Limited liability company
General partnership
Limited liability partnership
Limited partnership
Limited joint-stock partnership
Sole proprietorship

05
34
09
03
02
04
03

8.3
56.3
15.0
5.0
3.6
6.7
5.0

Hungary

Category
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Continue of Table 1
Component

Number
of employees

Leading
business
profile

Concept of
Industry 4.0

Country

Category

Frequency

%

Hungary

10−49
50−249
250 or more

38
13
09

63.3
21.3
15.2

Canada

10−49
50−249
250 or more

37
13
10

61.6
21.3
16.2

Poland

10−49
50−249
250 or more

32
17
11

53.3
28.4
18.3

Hungary

Transport
Warehousing and inventory management
Forwarding
Packing and packaging
Information services: providing information
for planning, coordination, control of logistics
processes
Third-Party Logistics (3PL)
Supply chain management

44
02
04
03
02
05

73.6
3.3
6.6
5.0
3.3
8.2

Canada

Transport
Warehousing and inventory management
Forwarding
Packing and packaging
Information services: providing information
for planning, coordination, control of logistics
processes
Third-Party Logistics (3PL)
Supply chain management

43
03
05
03
03
03

71.6
5.0
8.4
5.0
5.0
5.0

Poland

Transport
Warehousing and inventory management
Forwarding
Packing and packaging
Information services: providing information
for planning, coordination, control of logistics
processes
Third-Party Logistics (3PL)
Supply chain management

37
08
06
04
02
03

61.7
13.4
10.0
6.6
3.3
5.0

Hungary

No, I have never heard of it
Yes, I have heard of it, but I do not know what
it is characterized by
Yes, I know the details characterizing the
concept
Yes, I know the details characterizing the
concept and we are planning to launch it in our
company
Yes, we are launching its assumptions/
technologies in our company

08
04
07
39
02

13.4
6.6
11.6
65.0
3.6
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End of Table 1
Component

Country

Category

Frequency

%

Canada

No, I have never heard of it
Yes, I have heard of it, but I do not know what
it is characterized by
Yes, I know the details characterizing the
concept
Yes, I know the details characterizing the
concept and we are planning to launch it in our
company
Yes, we are launching its assumptions/
technologies in our company

09
05
08
37
01

15.0
8.4
13.4
61.6
1.6

Poland

No, I have never heard of it
Yes, I have heard of it, but I do not know what
it is characterized by
Yes, I know the details characterizing the
concept
Yes, I know the details characterizing the
concept and we are planning to launch it in our
company
Yes, we are launching its assumptions/
technologies in our company

10
06
07
34
03

16.7
10.0
11.6
56.7
5.0

Concept of
Industry 4.0

Table 2. Model summary a, c
Model

R

R Square

Adjusted R Square

Std. Error of the Estimate

1

0.652b

0.641

0.558

1.16754

2

0.647b

0.635

0.556

1.28612

3

0.639b

0.622

0.547

1.38815

a

b

Notes: Country: 1 = Hungary, 2 = Canada and 3 = Poland; Predictors: (Constant), Limited knowledge, Implementation barriers, Recognition of potential changes, Preparing staff for changes, Industry
4.0 technologies; c Dependent Variable: Logistic Enterprises’ Performance.

Above presented model summary reflects that R2 for all three considered economies is
over 0.6, which means that over 60% variation in the logistic enterprises’ performance is
caused by predictors such as limited knowledge, implementation barriers, recognition of
potential changes, preparing staff of changes, and introduction of Industry 4.0 technologies.
In-depth, it revealed that 64.1% variation in Hungary, 63.5% variation in Canada and 62.2%
variation in Poland’s enterprise performance caused by the variables in questions (predictors)
(Table 2).
The ANOVA model showed that F = 39.88 for Hungary, reflecting 39.88% explanatory
power of the model, F = 38.21 for Canada means 38.21% whereas Poland scored F = 37.31,
reflecting 37.31% explanatory power (Table 3). Furthermore, the sig value is less than alpha
for all considered economies (Hungary = 0.000 < 0.05; Canada = 0.000 < 0.05; Poland =
0.000 < 0.05), reflecting the value is statistically significant. Thus, the explanatory power of
the model is acceptable in all considered economies as over one-third is explained by the
model. The model is a good fit.
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Table 3. ANOVA a, b, a′ b, a″ b
Model

Sum of Squares

Df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

1

Regression
Residual
Total

193.741
379.436
573.177

3
177
180

39.888
1.945

37.943

0.000c

2

Regression
Residual
Total

195.536
373.144
568.680

3
177
180

38.214
1.921

36.293

0.000c

3

Regression
Residual
Total

196.272
394.541
590.813

3
177
180

37.218
1.902

35.316

0.000c

Notes: a. Country = 1.0 – Hungary; a′. Country = 2.0 – Canada; a″. Country = 3.0 – Poland; b. Dependent Variable: Logistic Enterprises’ Performance.

Since the R2 (regression) is higher as well as F (explanatory power) is acceptable. Therefore, the model is acceptable, and we measure the multiple regression of the predictors on
the dependent variables.
The Figure 1 reflects the multiple regression of predictors affecting the logistic enterprises’
performance in contrasting economies. Further statistical expressions are explored in the
below following section.
The statistical results revealed that limited knowledge related to Industry 4.0 statistically significant differently affect the impact of Industry 4.0 on the performance of logistic
enterprises in different types of economies. Therefore, we do not reject hypothesis 1. Findings revealed that the impact of Industry 4.0 on the logistic enterprises’ performance are
statistically significantly different in all three economies (Hungary = 0.001 < 0.05, p < α;
Canada = 0.001 < 0.05, p < α; Poland = 0.000 < 0.05, p < α; Table 4). In addition to that, the
standardized coefficient variation β = 0.041 in Hungary is higher than Canada (β = 0.019)
and Poland (β = 0.029), reflecting that limiting knowledge affect the logistic performance
higher in Hungary than Canada and Poland. Perhaps, this could be attributed to the level of
consumption, investment, employment, inflation, trade, and GDP, which are essential variables of macro scale. Hence, this study supports the earlier work of Schwab (2017). Using
the funnel approach, the reasons were explored and found that efficiency in production is an
essential part of economic growth for the country. Hence, the present findings hinted towards
the well-established fact that economic growth varies in distinctive economies based on the
improvement in production efficiency. Therefore this study is aligned with the- work of Li
et al. (2017). Furthermore, the present findings support the work of Ślusarczyk and Haque
(2019) that limited knowledge about Industry 4.0 significantly affects the performance of
enterprises is different types of economies.
The present findings also confirmed that statistically implementation barriers for Industry
4.0 significant differently affect the impact of Industry 4.0 practices and logistic enterprise
performances in distinctive economies (Hungary = 0.003 < 0.05, p < α; Canada = 0.000 < 0.05,
p < α; Poland = 0.000 < 0.05, p < α; Table 4). Thus, we do not reject hypothesis 2. In other
words, it is established that implementation barriers related to Industry 4.0 significantly differ
in contrasting economies, and therefore the enterprises’ performance also affect differently.
From the economic perspective, the greater flexibility, effectiveness and productivity, and
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Limited
knowledge
related
to Industry 4.0
Implementation
barriers
for Industry
Recognition
to potential
changes related
to Industry 4.0

Hungary

Limited
knowledge
related
to Industry 4.0

0.087 (0.043)

0.098 (0.045)

0.240 (0.064)

Implementation
barriers
for Industry
1.572 (0.473)
Logistic
Enterprises’
performance

Recognition
to potential
changes related
to Industry 4.0

0.289 (0.076)

Canada

0.063 (0.022)

0.785 (0.220)

1.572 (0.473)

1.29 (0.063)

Logistic
Enterprises’
performance

1.41 (0.060)

Preparing staff
for challenges 4.0

Preparing staff
for challenges 4.0
0.982 (0.421)

0.777 (0.241)

Industry 4.0
technologies

Industry 4.0
technologies

Limited
knowledge
related
to Industry 4.0
Implementation
barriers
for Industry
Recognition
to potential
changes related
to Industry 4.0

Poland

0.094 (0.032)

0.230 (0.073)

1.572 (0.473)

0.147 (0.063)

Logistic
Enterprises’
performance

0.133 (0.067)
Preparing staff
for challenges 4.0
0.065 (0.012)
Industry 4.0
technologies

Figure 1. Comparison of predictors affecting enterprises’ performance in contrasting economies
(multiple regression)

higher quality of standards play a significant role in the implementation process while the
mass personalization, meeting customer requirements and value creation that are likely to
improve even though Industry 4.0 implementation is significantly hindered because of economic and legal barriers. Thus, the work of B. Tjahjono et al. (2017) is confirmed through
present findings. Since the coefficient variation is higher in Poland (β = 0.229) than Hungary
(β = 0.042) and Canada (β = 0.221), thus, implementation barriers are more significantly
affecting the enterprises’ performance in Poland than in the Hungary and Canada.
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Table 4. Multiple regressions
Model
(Constant)
1. Hungary
2. Canada
3. Poland

Limited knowledge
related to Industry 4.0

1. Hungary Implementation
2. Canada barriers for Industry
4.0
3. Poland

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B

Std. Error

1.572

0.473

0.087

0.043

Standardized
Coefficients

T

Sig.

3.323

0.002

2.023

0.001

Beta
0.041

0.063

0.022

0.019

2.863

0.001

0.064

0.032

0.029

2.000

0.000

0.098

0.045

0.042

2.177

0.003

0.785

0.220

0.210

3.568

0.000

0.230

0.073

0.227

3.150

0.000

1. Hungary Recognition to
2. Canada potential changes
related to Industry 4.0
3. Poland

0.240

0.064

0.238

3.750

0.000

0.129

0.063

0.118

2.047

0.001

0.147

0.063

0.139

2.333

0.004

1. Hungary

0.289

0.076

0.281

3.802

0.000

0.141

0.060

0.138

2.350

0.001

0.133

0.067

0.132

1.985

0.002

0.982

0.421

0.416

2.332

0.000

2. Canada
3. Poland
1. Hungary
2. Canada
3. Poland

Preparing staff
for challenges
Industry 4.0
technologies

0.777

0.241

0.236

3.224

0.000

0.065

0.012

0.011

5.416

0.000

Statistical test revealed that recognition of potential changes interlinked with Industry 4.0
significant differently affect the logistic enterprises’ performance in different types of economies (Hungary = 0.000 < 0.05, p < α; Canada = 0.001 < 0.05, p < α; Poland = 0.004 < 0.05,
p < α; Table 4). Therefore, we do not reject hypothesis 3. In other words, this study supports
the earlier arguments of Ślusarczyk and Haque (2019) and Rodič (2017), that companies
with a potential backup strategies in the economic complexities tend to do better because of
their potential to recognise the changes regarding Industry 4.0 implementations. Since this
study confirmed that such recognition differs for companies operating in differing economies, hence, it indicates that the argument posed by Kagermann (2015) is supported to a
larger extent that companies are highly effective in using its resources that are recognizing
the potential changes to keep up with high elasticity. Moreover, the same study argued that
resistance, which is the efficiency for withstanding and leave out of interferences caused
by economic crises or by the infrastructure breakdown, would grow. Hence, the real-time
information would be pivotal for the companies to deal with the serious disturbance related
to Industry 4.0 implications. The same study confirmed that flexibility would be effective in
measuring the mitigating damages for the economy through the ability to recognize potential changes. Therefore, this study is aligned with those findings. Furthermore, coefficient
variation in Hungary (β = 0.23) is higher than the Canada (β = 0.11) and Poland (β = 0.13),
reflecting that the recognition for potential changes related to Industry 4.0 is higher in Hungary in comparison to the Canada and Poland.
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Present study confirmed that preparing staff for challenges statistically significantly differ
in creating the impact of Industry 4.0 on the logistic enterprises’ performance in different
types of economies (Hungary = 0.000 < 0.05, p < α; Canada = 0.001 < 0.05, p < α; Poland =
0.002 < 0.05, p < α; Table 4). Thus, we do not reject hypothesis 4. As a result, this study
partially supported the work of Ślusarczyk and Haque (2019), because their study found
mediating role while here it is a more direct effect established through this study. Exploring
from the economic perspective, we used a funnel approach to explore the hidden embedded themes and interestingly we found that Đuričin and Herceg (2018) argument that ICT
possibilities as the basic technology of Industry 4.0 are practically limitless. Moreover, it is
highly effective in preparing staff for the challenges related to Industry 4.0 implementations.
Nevertheless, the same study argued that new technology causes the situation, in which
“winner takes all”, destroying the logic of market forces, and “innovator dilemma” is being
transformed into “capitalist dilemma” (Đuričin & Herceg, 2018). Hence, the organizations
must adequately prepare their staff members to tackle the challenges of Industry 4.0. Since
the application of new technologies need a higher focus in all types of sectors rather than
confining it to only manufacturing sector, therefore, the proper preparation is highly essential
part for the organizations to survive in the complex business environment. The relational areas are significantly affected by the changes, and therefore the organizations need to prepare
their staff for the new concepts and its interlinked challenges. Therefore, this study supports
the arguments that the preparation of staff would be valuable for the organizations to execute Industry 4.0 technologies in the whole value chains, including producers, suppliers, and
employees. Moreover, the present study findings are also supporting the work of Karacay and
Aydin (2018) that it is essential to prepare staff for different types of challenges because the
value creation is not limited to one or two branches of industry, but in fact is present in various sectors, not to say cross-sectoral. In addition to that the argument is also confirmed that
preparing staff for challenges leads to create the totality, which would be comprehensive and
interacting in the quasi-real-time, hence, the planning, coordination of investment and compatible business models would undergo cross-sectoral that could be effective in improving
firm’s performance in different economies through implementing Industry 4.0 technologies.
Since the coefficient variation is higher in Hungary (β = 0.28) than Canada (β = 0.13) and
Poland (β = 0.13), thus, preparation staff for challenges are more significantly affecting the
enterprises’ performance in Hungary than in the Canada and Poland.
Lastly, the statistical test confirmed that Industry 4.0 technologies have significant different impact on the logistic enterprises’ performance in different types of economies (Hungary = 0.000 < 0.05, p < α; Canada = 0.000 < 0.05, p < α; Poland = 0.000 < 0.05, p < α;
Table 4). Therefore, we do not reject hypothesis 5. This study confirms the work of Haseeb
et al. (2019), as we confirmed that Industry 4.0 technologies are significantly affecting the
performance of the enterprises. Nevertheless, this study goes one step further by ensuring
that this direct relationship between Industry 4.0 and enterprises’ performance is explored
from different economies. Previously, the economic perspective was missing to explain the
reason for correlating.
Furthermore, there was no conclusive evidence regarding the differentially perspective on
whether the impact different in its intensity and magnitude within the different economies.
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The present study confirmed that the impact is statistically significant, but it differs in the
type of economies in its intensity and magnitude. Continuing in same dimension, the coefficient variation is higher in Hungary (β = 0.41) than Canada (β = 0.23) and Poland (β =
0.01), thus, the magnitude of impact varies in the different economies. As a result, the impact
of Industry 4.0 technologies are more significantly affecting the enterprises’ performance in
Hungary than in the Canada and Poland.

Conclusions
The present study concludes that all the predictors have a statistically significant impact on
the logistic enterprises’ performance in different types of economies. This study confirmed
that limited knowledge regarding Industry 4.0 varies in its magnitude while creating the
impact of Industry 4.0 on the performance. Thus, the present study supports the cited work
in the literature section. Drawn conclusion confirms that using the funnel approach, we
found that efficiency in production is an essential part of economic growth for the country,
irrespective of its economic standing.
Furthermore, we partially confirmed that improvement in the production efficiency varying in types of economies is a result of the economic growth rate. It is further confirmed that
limited knowledge about the Industry 4.0 significantly affects the performance of enterprises
is different types of economies. Moreover, this study concludes that implementation barriers
related to Industry 4.0 significantly differ in contrasting economies, and therefore the enterprises’ performance also affect differently. From the economic lens, effectiveness and productivity, higher flexibility, and top quality of standards play a vital role in the implementation
process whereas economic and legal barriers. Again, the magnitude and intensity of impact
is evident to differ in distinctive types of economies.
The study also concludes that recognition of potential changes interlinked with the Industry 4.0 significant differently affect the logistic enterprises’ performance in different types
of economies. Thus, we support the earlier cited literature. Such strategic approach enables
the organizations to deal with economic complexities. From the economic lens, it is found
that the potential use of resources effectively and efficiently is mainly because of the adequate
strategies to recognise and deal with economic as well as technological changes in the operating dynamics. We concluded that the effective use of resources is useful in coping with
changes. Hence, in other words, higher flexibility enables firm in dealing with the potential
challenges in a complex business environment. Furthermore, flexibility is effective in controlling the mitigating damages for the economy through the ability to recognize potential
changes. It was found that the recognition of potential changes related to Industry 4.0 is
higher in Hungary in comparison to Canada and Poland. In addition to that, preparing staff
for challenges statistically significantly differ in creating the impact of Industry 4.0 on the
logistic enterprises’ performance in different types of economies. Present findings partially
supported the work of Ślusarczyk and Haque. From the economic lens, it was found that
technology is the need and demand of the business world. It is argued and established from
the economic grounds that preparing staff for challenges to deal with Industry 4.0 implementation differ in countries, but it does improve the working efficiency of the logistic en-
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terprises. The relational areas are effectively affected by the alterations, and thus it is pivotal
for the organizations to prepare their workforce for the new concepts and its interlinked
challenges. It is found that higher magnitude for staff preparation in Hungary than Canada
and Poland. Finally, this study concludes that Industry 4.0 technologies have a significantly
different impact on the logistic enterprises’ performance in different types of economies. As
a result of this, the earlier work of Haseeb et al. (2019) is confirmed. Further, we built on and
found that the direct relationship between Industry 4.0 and enterprises’ performance remains
significant in different economies. In addition to that, the magnitude is higher in Hungary
than Canada and Poland.
Based on the findings, it is recommended that for every logistic enterprise, there should
be three dimensions to focus, social, legal and economic perspective. A focus on the one aspect at the expense of others would negatively impact their working efficiency. Nevertheless,
the economic stability could be attained when Industry 4.0 technologies are implemented
in the framework while keeping both legal and social attributes intact. Furthermore, the
logistic firms should ensure that periodically the data is submitted to the statistical data in
order to ensure that the economic growth and economic development are aligned while the
implementation of Industry 4.0 are regularly monitored. In addition to that, the government
should take initiatives to ensure that there are proper seminars, workshops, and mandatory sessions for the logistic enterprises to educate them and provide facilities for installing
modern technologies.
The use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) should be promoted to
ensure that the economic prosperity is attained through strengthening the networking and
shared knowledge. The implementation and execution of Industry 4.0 would bring more
fruitful economic rewards and prepare the workforce to understand the implications and
overcome the challenges of Industry 4.0. Sharing information and knowledge with internal
customers should be made a regular practice so that the human capital in the shape of social
and intellectual capital strengthen further by having awareness about Industry 4.0 practices.
The economic competitiveness would further attain through improved and well-prepared
staff to deal with the environmental challenges, including context, connectedness, and complexities.
Despite our best efforts, there are some limitations in this study that could be overcome
by future studies. Hence, we recommend that the future studies shall improve the sample size
as 60 per economy is too small for higher generalization. In addition to that, the sampling
techniques are subject to self-bias when there is no structural methodological approach. A
use of mixed sampling technique creates its own biases. Therefore, we recommend that quota
representation should be made by having at least one-third representation of sample from
considered economy to attain higher generalization. This study has a higher emphasis on
mathematical objectivity, while the hidden embedded useful truth is still under research. It
would be effective if the future studies follow the quantitative studies by qualitative studies
to provide useful truth. The interviews would further enlighten the insight about Industry
4.0 technologies in the differing economies. All the considered aspects would be useful in
gaining more in-depth insight and improved generalizability.
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